


Circuit Engineering District 5 

Minutes 
Special Board Meeting 

 
Date:   June 22, 2021 
Time:  09:30 a.m. 
Place:  FSB 
             5801 Broadway Ext., Suite 500 
             Oklahoma City, OK 73118 
 

1. CALL TO ORDER BY THE CHAIRMAN 

The Circuit Engineering District 5 held a Special Board Meeting on this day in compliance with the Oklahoma Open 
Meetings Act. Darry Stacey called the meeting to order at 09:30 a.m. 
 

2. Prayer then Flag Salute 
Wilson Lyles led the opening prayer and pledge. 
 

3. ROLL CALL 
FSB staff member, Josey Middleton, called roll; Attendance was as follows: 
Board Members Present: Darry Stacey-Cleveland County, Wilson Lyles-McClain County, Carry Blumert-Oklahoma 
County, Zachary Cavett-Payne County, Marven Goodman-Logan County and Marc Hader-Canadian County 
Board Members Arrived Late: none 
Board Members Absent: Gary Ayers-Garvin County and Dave Anderson-Canadian County 
 
4. Recognition of Attendees: See Sign in Sheet 
 
5. Approval or Modification of the Minutes of the May 25, 2021 Meeting 
 A motion to approve was made by Wilson Lyles. The motion was seconded by Marc Hader. 
The motion passed as follows:  
Aye: Darry Stacey-Cleveland County, Wilson Lyles-McClain County, Zachary Cavett-Payne County, Marven Goodman-
Logan County and Marc Hader-Canadian County 
Nay: none. 
Abstain: Carrie Blumert-Oklahoma County 
  
6. Discussion and Acceptance of Treasurer’s Report 
a) Invoicing 

i. ODOT for Program Management 
Jeffrey Dixon stated we will not be invoicing ODOT this month. 
 
b) Claims 

i. CPA: Jayna Johnson, P.C. (April) 
Jeffrey Dixon stated the claims for this month are from Jayna Johnson our CPA, for this month $293.28. You will see 
that there was a voided check last month because that dealt with the correction that Zach brought up, it was $3.28. 
So, we had to change the check and we showed you the voided check.  
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ii. FSB for Program Management (June) 

Jeffrey Dixon stated this is FSB’s invoice for $8,750.  
A motion to approve the claims was made by Zachary Cavett. The motion was seconded by Wilson Lyles. 
 
The motion passed as follows:  
Aye: Darry Stacey-Cleveland County, Wilson Lyles-McClain County, Carrie Blumert-Oklahoma County, Zachary Cavett-
Payne County, Marven Goodman-Logan County and Marc Hader-Canadian County 
Nay: none. 
Abstain: none. 
 
c) CED5 (May 2021) Financials  
Darry Stacy thanked Carrie Blumert on reviewing the financials and she responded that she had reviewed them. 
Carrie Blumert stated our operating expenses for the month of May 31 were $55,759.96. That includes our program 
funds to FSB and a few travel expenses and the distribution funds to the counties. Our current total assets are 
$579,257.71. 
A motion to accept the May 2021 Financials as reviewed and accepted was made by Marc Hader. The motion was 
seconded by Zachary Cavett. 
 
The motion passed as follows:  
Aye: Darry Stacey-Cleveland County, Wilson Lyles-McClain County, Carry Blumert-Oklahoma County, Zachary Cavett-
Payne County, Marven Goodman-Logan County and Marc Hader-Canadian County 
Nay: none. 
Abstain: none. 
 
7. Discussion and Possible Action on Acknowledging and Accepting Certificate of Destruction for CED5 
a) Destruction of HP for Laptop – Dell Inspiron 13-7353, S/N: 9PMB582, Model: P57G 
Jeffrey Dixon stated this is for the hard drive. I took it up to Meadows and they will basically shred it. We have a 
certificate of destruction and the insurance if they don’t do it, but I saw them drop it into a bin that took it straight to 
the shredder. For the inventory we have documentation the hard drive has been destroyed.  
A motion to approve the destruction of the laptop was made by Wilson Lyles. The motion was seconded by Carrie 
Blumert.  
 
The motion passed as follows: 
Aye: Darry Stacey-Cleveland County, Wilson Lyles-McClain County, Carry Blumert-Oklahoma County, Zachary Cavett-
Payne County, Marven Goodman-Logan County and Marc Hader-Canadian County 
Nay: none. 
Abstain: none. 
 
8. Discussion and Possible Action Regarding Accepting Applications for CED5 Distribution 
a) Payne County 
 i. Dist. #3 
Jeffrey Dixon stated Payne County District #3 is purchasing a goose neck trailer 25 deck. It is between $20,000-$30,000 
and they are matching the remaining amount. 
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b) Cleveland County 
 ii. Dist. #2 
Jeffrey Dixon stated Cleveland County District #2 is purchasing a service body with crane. 
 
A motion to approve was made by Zachary Cavett. The motion was seconded by Marven Goodman. The motion passed 
as follows: 
Aye: Darry Stacey-Cleveland County, Wilson Lyles-McClain County, Carry Blumert-Oklahoma County, Zachary Cavett-
Payne County, Marven Goodman-Logan County and Marc Hader-Canadian County 
Nay: none. 
Abstain: none. 
 
9. Discussion and Possible Action Regarding Approval of Disbursement CED5 Distributions 
a) County Distribution 
 i. Payne County Dist. #3 - $20,000.00 
 ii. Cleveland County Dist. #2 - $13,333.33 
 
A motion to approve was made by Zachary Cavett. The motion was seconded by Marc Hader. The motion passed as 
follows:  
Aye: Darry Stacey-Cleveland County, Wilson Lyles-McClain County, Carry Blumert-Oklahoma County, Zachary Cavett-
Payne County, Marven Goodman-Logan County and Marc Hader-Canadian County 
Nay: none. 
Abstain: none. 
 
10. Discussion and Possible Action Regarding ETR (Emergency Transportation Revolving). 
a) ETR Fund Renewal Approval 
Jeffrey Dixon stated we had to move it from the 29th to today because we need to get it to OCCEDB for the renewal, 
for the year. Which needs to be before the board tomorrow. A motion to approve was made by Zachary Cavett. The 
motion was seconded by Wilson Lyles.  
 
The motion passed as follows:  
Aye: Darry Stacey-Cleveland County, Wilson Lyles-McClain County, Carry Blumert-Oklahoma County, Zachary Cavett-
Payne County, Marven Goodman-Logan County and Marc Hader-Canadian County 
Nay: none. 
Abstain: none. 
 
11. Discussion and Possible Action Regarding Appointing CED5/8 CIRB Committee Policy and Procedure Members 
for Division 4 
a) Payne County, Logan County, Canadian County and Oklahoma County 
Jeffrey Dixon stated this is for the division 4 project ranking meeting tomorrow. This is for division 4 and those counties 
would be Canadian, Logan, Payne, and Oklahoma County. It is just a formality because we just want to make sure 
there is someone at that meeting to vote for the CIRB projects that are going to be awarded. Marven Goodman asked 
who is going to hold the vote? Jeffrey Dixon answered the division and all the commissioners are going to be there. 
Marven Goodman asked is ODOT holding the meeting. Jeffrey Dixon stated no that the division 4 member counties 
are going to have the meeting tomorrow to approve the CIRB plan for the projects. Marven Goodman stated he 
doesn’t remember signing up for any division 4 group. Jeffrey Dixon stated you are in the division 4 monies. So 
tomorrow we are going to approve the CIRB for division 4. All the counties that are in division 4 are going to approve 
CIRB plan. Marven Goodman stated unless this is something hidden in the CED5 bylaws because I haven’t seen 
anything. Darry Stacey stated it is not. Marven Goodman asked what division are you guys in? Wilson Lyles stated 
division 3. Marven Goodman asked do we have a similar vote or was there something that came before CED 5 that 
said you guys were going to do this? Was this directed by CED5 that you guys do this. I don’t think it was. Darry Stacey 
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stated ours is ongoing. Marven Goodman asked why is this a CED issue? Jeffrey Dixon stated because you have 
member counties that are of this division. Darry Stacey stated at this point I am going to do is make sure people are 
attending this meeting to give input. Carrie said she was going to be going. Let’s consider this informational and we 
want to make sure that there is representation there. Marven Goodman asked if we are finished discussing it. Darry 
Stacey stated yes, we are. 
 
b.) Meeting Date: June 23, 2021 @ 2 pm ACCO Building 
 
12. Discussion and Possible Action Regarding Approval of CED5 Allocation Plan 
a) Approval Contingent upon CED5/8 CIRB Committee Policy and Procedure Members for Division 4 
Jeffrey Dixon stated our allocation plan and approval by this board is for the final approval. The one in blue is the 
division 4 allocation plan. That is the member counties that are in the division 4. This gets approved contingent this 
gets approved tomorrow. These are mirror copies of each other, and this has division 3 and division 4 projects 
together. This one has just division 4 projects in it. It shows you were we are in the allocation. Melissa Davis stated 
she doesn’t have anything for Cleveland and Garvin. On FY 22 Canadian County 32883, I would like to update those 
numbers to reflect the STP that was voted on last month and the remainder of the CIRB funds based on the estimate 
for the letting. The CIRB portion should be $305,364 and the other funds should be your STP money $469,121. 
Oklahoma County 28718 14 in the hole and that can be taken out and is in the 05 piece. You take that $50,000 out of 
the plan. 07 in the hole needs to be taken out, as well. Payne County 25445 money has been encumbered and needs 
to be included in your budget numbers and taken out. FY 23 Oklahoma County 28718 06 and 07 in the hole. My 
question is I don’t see construction anywhere here in the plans and I didn’t know if we have planned out past the five 
years, to know when that project is going to be built. That is an awful lot of money to encumber without knowing this 
early in the plan without knowing when construction is going to be. Stacey stated our allocation for construction does 
need to be out further. Where we are in trouble is, we have no environmental started anywhere started on any 
project. If you can’t start environmental you can never get a project going. So, I need some money early on like this 
year or next year for environmental on all these projects. I said I would pay for it myself. Melissa Davis stated if there 
is not going to be any federal funds on it, then you can do a county checklist for environmental. Stacey stated that is 
the first time I have heard that as a yes. Melissa Davis stated yes you can do that. Usually you will have federal money 
on your county bridges. Stacey stated If I can just get 50 or a 100 thousand in these early years instead of taking it out. 
Melissa Davis stated I will tell you in regards to project develop, that if it is not a federally funded project and you are 
going to do your own environmental checklist, you don’t have to show that and you can do that whenever it is feasible, 
especially when you’re paying for it for yourself. You can start it tomorrow if you want. Carrie Blumert asked if we are 
not getting federal funding on a project you can start environmental. Melissa Davis stated correct, if it is a federal 
project it must have a full NEPA document which goes through ODOT. We pay for all that and if it is a straight CIRB 
and no federal money you can do your own environmental checklist. Were you hire your own consultant and its usually 
part of the engineering contract that they will sub out and have that environmental done? Stacey stated we would 
like the CIRB fund to pick up the environmental for us. Melissa Davis stated if we need to add environmental studies 
as part of the design then we would handle that as a supplemental. We don’t ever pay for environmental through a 
right of way. This can be done through a design supplemental and they would need to get votes from a sub-contractor 
typically. Darry Stacey asked so you take it off and do a supplemental? Melissa Davis answered yes, if your reason for 
putting it on here was to get environmental studies started, we can take this off and do as supplemental design. Stacey 
asked can the 50 thousand or 100 thousand to pay for it be left in. Melissa Davis stated it has already been encumbered 
so we don’t show it twice in the plan because design has already been in the plan and encumbered on this project. 
Stacey asked so the design didn’t include environmental. Melissa Davis stated right, so we will just do a supplement 
to that and it doesn’t have to be in the 5 year plan a second time. Like Zach’s project, we already had utilities monies 
encumbered so we don’t put that back in the plan, we will just do a supplement if we need to enter more funds to 
move utilities on that project. Jeffrey Dixon stated it is like a change order to a project. Melissa Davis stated we call it 
supplement when it is in pre-construction, but it is the same thing. Carrie Blumert asked so the money is still there for 
us, but we can change it on the back to be used for environmental. Melissa Davis stated yes. Jeffrey Dixon stated so 
basically, I will get with Donnie today and have these pulled out and get with you later. Melissa Davis stated it will be 
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the same thing in FY 25, Oklahoma County, it is the same project but different phase. You have right away, and utilities 
encumbered. If you are planning on doing construction on that phase in say 27 or 28, I would leave this in here were 
it is. If your just doing this to get environmental started, I would recommend doing it the same as the previous phase 
we just talked about and add it to the design for both pieces of that and handle it under a supplemental.  Darry Stacey 
asked if this really needs to be approved today. Melissa Davis stated that to my understand is that the division 4 county 
committee is meeting tomorrow, is going to meet and discuss this plan and today you would be voting on the 
combined plan contingent on the approval of the division 4 plan tomorrow. Division 4 and division 5 and CED8. All 
nine of the division 4 counites. Jeffrey Dixon stated our combined plan today is division 3 and division 4, that is the 
combined plan. What we are voting on today contingent upon, that I must make corrections to this. This is our plan, 
but it has combined division 3 and division 4 projects. Marven Goodman asked so my understanding is the combined 
division 3 and division 4, the first part of attachment 10 without the blue lines on it, that is the CED5 combined plan? 
Jeffrey Dixon stated That is CED5 division 3 counties and division 4 counties. Marven Goodman stated my question is 
focused on division 4 and that is where we start at 2022, it seems that there are no 2022 programs listed on there at 
all and they start with 2023. The reason I caught that is, I have a project in 2022 that I did not find on this list, at all 
because it is missing and so I am curious about that. That would be our Coltrane phase 3, Waterloo to Simmons project 
that is supposed to be let next month. Melissa Davis stated for what it is worth, it is on this one as is Canadian County 
bridge and Payne Counties bridge and Oklahoma Counties is going to be on next months. Marven Goodman stated 
right I did see it on that and that is where I caught the dates for our 3 programs that we got on the CIRB for 2022, 2024 
and 2025. Jeffrey Dixon stated unfortunately I think that was a mistake where we hid cells that didn’t get turned back 
on, so I need to turn those cells back on. Logan County is in the plan. Darry Stacey stated that was quite the discussion 
and I do recall that. So, what we will be approving is the blue line? Jeffrey Dixon stated basically the CIRB for division 
3 has already been approved and gone through the board and that is already at ODOT, so basically, we are approving 
the division 4 stuff. Marven Goodman stated so technically there are no 2022 division 4 to approve before us today. 
Darry Stacey asked can we print out, so that we can see this? Jeffrey Dixon stated this is the plan that is based off this 
and somehow the cells got turned off on this one, but these are mirror copies of each other. Darry Stacey stated so 
my question is we need to approve the blue line, not the other, contingent on getting approved tomorrow. Jeffrey 
Dixon stated correct. Darry Stacey asked so these are included in it. Melissa Davis stated correct. Darry Stacey stated 
we are voting on the blue line documents, not the others that do not have it included. A motion to approve contingent 
upon the vote tomorrow and the changes that have been identified was made by Carrie Blumert. The motion was 
seconded by Zachary Cavett.  
 
The motion passed as follows: 
Aye: Darry Stacey-Cleveland County, Wilson Lyles-McClain County, Carry Blumert-Oklahoma County, Zachary Cavett-
Payne County, Marven Goodman-Logan County and Marc Hader-Canadian County 
Nay: none. 
Abstain: none. 
 
13. Discussion and Possible Action on Acknowledging and Accepting 2022 Interlocal Agreements 
Jeffrey Dixon stated we receive all but Payne Counties, but it is on Monday’s agenda. So, they are the last one and will 
have it in before ethe end of the year and I will be at their meeting to pick it up. They’re the only one that didn’t do 
the interlocal before this meeting. So, everybody has submitted.  
A motion to accept 2022 Interlocal Agreements was made by Zachary Cavett. The motion was seconded by Marc 
Hader.  
 
The motion passed as follows:  
Aye: Darry Stacey-Cleveland County, Wilson Lyles-McClain County, Carry Blumert-Oklahoma County, Zachary Cavett-
Payne County and Marc Hader-Canadian County 
Nay: none. 
Abstain: Marven Goodman-Logan County 
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14. Discussion and Possible Action on Acknowledging and Accepting 2022 Board Member Designation 
Darry Stacey stated besides Oklahoma County and Payne County and everybody else has turned them in. Jeffrey Dixon 
stated they will be on there at next Monday’s meeting.   
A motion to accept was made by Zachary Cavett. The motion was seconded by Wilson Lyles.  
 
The motion passed as follows:  
Aye: Darry Stacey-Cleveland County, Wilson Lyles-McClain County, Carry Blumert-Oklahoma County, Zachary Cavett-
Payne County and Marc Hader-Canadian County 
Nay: none. 
Abstain: Marven Goodman-Logan County 
 
15. Discussion and possible action to approve contract for 20/21 program management agreement 
Darry Stacey stated I have reviewed others that were listed, and I am assuming you had a chance to review, as well. If 
you have any questions or comments you may do that now. 
A motion to approve the contract was made by Wilson Lyles. The motion was seconded by Zachary Cavett.  
 
The motion passed as follows:  
Aye: Darry Stacey-Cleveland County, Wilson Lyles-McClain County, Carry Blumert-Oklahoma County, Zachary Cavett-
Payne County and Marc Hader-Canadian County 
Nay: none. 
Abstain: Marven Goodman-Logan County 
 
16. Discussion and Possible Action Regarding Resolution, Policies, Programs, Plans, Applications, Funds, Projects, 
Transfer and Reports 
a) ODOT Local Government Report – Project Status:  
Melissa Davis stated that July letting for Coltrane Road. I submitted Canadian County and Payne County STP federal 
fund bridges on the September letting. Oklahoma County’s bridge will be on the October letting. 
 
b) ETR – Updated Balance 
Jeffrey Dixon stated Cleveland County paid their $200,000 off, so we are back up to $275,000 in our ETR account. Just 
fyi, 5/24 they paid their ETR off. So, they have no money out, it is just Garvin and McClain County that Have money 
out. 
 
d) OCCEDB – Randy Robinson 
None. 
 
17. New Business 
None. 
 
18. Board Member Discussion Regarding CED5 Business 
Marc Hader stated was created 2 years ago by the legislature as kind of an auditing legislative oversight. They had two 
topics they covered yesterday about medical marijuana issues and CIRB dollars. Someone explained in once sense that 
they didn’t have that much information to look at roads to make a determination, so they basically looked at bridges. 
So, we must take a look at both, and I appreciate the work they did. They came out with about 3 pages of 
recommendations for ways to improve things related to and touched on continuing education for county officers and 
several things. So, I was able to be there an observe and take things in. I was the only commissioner in the room they 
did ask a couple of questions. Some of the facts that they put forward were things they didn’t have the whole story 
of, so I tried to give some clarification. You can go back and watch it online; it might be worthwhile. It is important to 
us because these are things their entity is investigating with recommendations. Marven Goodman stated there were 
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a couple of recommendations and I really appreciate Marc Hader’s response to a question that was asked specifically 
about Logan County. One of the things that they recommended is a realignment of CED’s to where they line up exactly 
with ODOT divisions. That would mean that the State Legislatures is going to direct what you do with the cooperative 
agreement as a county. It all depends on what end of that stick you’re on and I will leave it there. That was one of the 
things that caught me by surprise. One of the other things was the investigative body director in their group. They 
already identified Logan County not being in a CED. Which was a little bit inaccurate because up until the end of the 
month we are still here. They had the CED’s color coded, but they had us as white only, no color at all. The two 
chairmen, the House, and the Senate, both aske the same question. Why would a member county not want to be a 
member of a CED? And again here, my friend tried to answer that in the best politically way he could, but I do want 
to state that I will be trying to engage with them to let them know why. Marc Hader stated they did ask because it 
was not clear, and they didn’t understand were all the 8 field divisions came from. In case nobody knew they used the 
boundaries of congressional districts in the state at the time. I personally don’t know if there is anything magical about 
that and it does create some for distribution of CIRB funds. I was asked that, and I said I didn’t feel like those 
boundaries are necessarily sacred. I prefer the non-legislative mandate; I like the flexibility the CED language gives the 
counties on how they want to align with each other. Just like for these guys, that would force Logan County to be in a 
particular CED, but I flexibility for everybody, as for you or whoever. Marven Goodman stated the other point that 
was made by the investigative body was that the ODOT divisions have various numbers of counties which either 
benefit the counties financially or hurt them financially because if you are in a ODOT division that has a lot of counties 
in it, your proportional share of the funds that go to the division are less than the one that is out in the eastern part 
that has fewer. They asked when the last time ODOT divisions were realigned, as well. I think there is a lot of things 
that they could be looking at. Marc Hader stated the secretary didn’t really have an answer for that. He said it’s been 
the same since he has been with ODOT since 1993. Cleveland County was used in one illustration of the disparity 
between Texas County. Texas County is a large county with lots of section lined roads and counties with fewer roads. 
So why do we send so much money to a larger county when they have so many roads here. I am not trying to say 
there shouldn’t be money going to Texas County, but that’s predominantly dirt and gravel road that are easier to 
maintain. In a more populated area, there is higher demand for a paved road that is a much higher cost and that’s 
why mentioned that the new formula to redistribute the CIRB funds. Some are happy and some are unhappy, but that 
is the way it is always going to be. I talked to some legislatures and they didn’t realize the consequences for repairing 
bridges, so that you might get more money, which is not good. Anyways, I was there to give a little clarity, so hopefully 
I was helpful. Wilson Lyles stated I hope that they do go back and revisit that because McClain County has not been 
receiving very much CIRB money and we have been diligent in our bridges and oversight of those and replacement 
rehabs. So, I am going to ask here today, is the new distribution begins in July, I would like to see from Jeffrey 
somewhat of a printout or presentation of the CED, on what bridges we have in CED5. Annually, revisit with the money 
coming back directly to the counties every July, to see if there are any improvements coming across in our CED district. 
That way it would show in good faith by the legislatures doing this that we Have a watchful eye on that and seeing 
what is going on in our CED. Jeffrey Dixon asked are you wanting functionally obsolete and functionally deficient or 
are you just wanting to know multiple categories because there are several ways we can go. Darry Stacey stated he 
wants to see all of them and wants to see improvements. Jeffrey Dixon stated so they move from side of the ledger 
to next side. Wilson Lyles stated yes, just a chart to show each county within our CED. Marc Hader stated they had 
one type they were looking at and they throughout a fact and I did not have a good answer, but the director for 
transportation did. They said of the bridges that have been built of CIRB dollars in the last 20 years that there were 69 
in Oklahoma that were already deficient and that was more than 20 something state we have combined. In other 
words, a lot of states probably had zero in that time frame and they looked at that as kind of a big black eye for us and 
wondering why we are not putting up bridges. Jeffrey Dixon asked were those the force account bridges that were 
built. Marc Hader stated no I don’t think so. The secretary’s response and as a possible explanation were that there is 
a lot and asked are, we not designing things well. His response was that most of those are going to be ones that had 
scouring issues and aren’t entering design or quality of the actual structural from erosion and what not. That sounds 
nice, but to the legislatures they are looking for quick answers. One thing that I did clarify with them too is we have a 
lot of efficient bridges still, but I think there is a qualification. I will give an example, I had one that I took out of the 
CIRB project coordination when I first got here my predecessor head on, it was a three-spin truss bridge. It’s the kind 
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of thing you’d think the CIRB dollars are meant for, but it was in a rural area from Piedmont to Okarche and I doubt it 
had ten cars of traffic count on it. It was a dirt road you could have taken out of service and the farmers that were 
served by it and every section line around it is well groomed and they could have gotten to their farm field without it. 
So, I though a million dollars of CIRB funding of highway or bridges that we had out here on the interstate was not the 
quality we needed, so I pulled it out and did a force count project. The railroad yard helped us build that for about 
$200,000 dollars and that money went to someone else. I thought I was being a good steward of tax payer dollars and 
I think there is an element of that, that doesn’t come out of that analysis because there is a lot of bridge that we have 
that might have a high traffic count that is not as badly rated and they are coming with a way that we need to fix the 
worst bridges. I think there are still some more factors that go into that. Wilson Lyles stated well that is what I kind of 
elaborated on while I was at CED4 in our division 3, that some of the monies that some of these counties are receiving, 
if the commissioners would just take the time to sit down and really prioritize and share those dollars. There are 
enough dollars there that across the account could be three really nice force accounts built and not have to go through 
the process. Like I said we didn’t receive a lot of funding. Darry Stacey stated if that is what the money is being used 
for. Wilson Lyles stated right and once again I spoke with the commissioner and I know there are needs there too and 
it is going to go into your M & O, and he is going to buy rock and gravel with it. So, it will be spent were they are 
looking for it to be spent. Marven Goodman stated that is the point I think that they were missing a little bit when 
that point came up. So, there is 3 ODOT division that have the majority of bridges in Oklahoma. It was like 70% and 
division 4, division 6 and the northeastern one. Jeffrey Dixon stated it is division 8, 6 and 4. Marc Hader stated it is 
division 3, 8 and 4. Jeffrey Dixon stated division 8 is in the upper right-hand corner. Marc Hader stated it is like a y, it 
tis the I35 corridor and it is going toward the Tulsa area. Jeffrey Dixon stated it is the panhandle. Marc Hader stated 
one of the things they were saying is that whoever might be affected, there are all these bridges with problems out 
tint he western part of the state. Now I will say in some way’s kudos on bridges to CED8 and CED7 have worked hard. 
Each county has either 0, 5 or 6 bridges were other counties like some of ours has more. So, they were looking at it as 
more of why these counties and these divisions aren’t working on that more. I know when we were in CED 8 I would 
try to select our 5 year plan what we thought were priorities we might look for a road project we thought might be 
more critical than a bridge while we are actually doing force account projects to improve our bridges and we 
sometimes would get push back from the CED, basically saying no you have to fix bridges. Again, kudos to them for 
bridges that’s creating the factor for people saying we need to get money over here or saying why aren’t you guys 
commissioner in whatever counties. Darry Stacey stated well that gets back to the whole office issue that it is easier 
for them to look at an identify deficient bridges than it is roads. Marc Hader stated I am trying to create then sense of 
need for rural versus suburban. We have large corridors with lots of ADT. So, road may be a bigger priority for us my 
deficient bridges are almost always in a very rural area with almost no traffic count and I don’t have people 
complaining what about that bridge. I want to focus were I think the need is and, in my area, address the needs needed 
most.  They didn’t come out, saying we didn’t have enough data on roads, so we didn’t consider it. Marven Goodman 
stated because of weight factors and weight loads because there are certain parts that have oilfield activities, rock 
mining activities and logging activities. So, all of those do play into whether a road stands up over time. The other 
thing that I think they missed, but that they are starting to catch on to, is funding by asset and what I mean by that is 
county commissioners are responsible for maintaining assets, roads, bridges and what kind of road is it. Is its rural 
road farm to market, is it a paved road, was it built for a certain type of traffic? This all impacts what it cost to maintain 
a road. So, when they were looking at this bridge question, they said the bridges in the last 20 years have gone down. 
There are a couple reasons for that one has to do with, normally in the rural areas, the commissioners don’t have the 
funds. They get this big nice bridge book given to them were they got all these deficiencies, but don’t have the money 
to go fix them. So that waits and then people call, and you got to go get school buses through different routes and 
that takes the priority at the time. During harvest season that takes the priority at the time for rural commissioners. I 
believe, and this is what I have been preaching ever since I understood what is going on, that we really need our 
funding based on assets we’re responsible to maintain. Not based on some of the older methods that have been used 
in the past. It provides funds to different counties and many areas but may not for maintaining the assets you have 
and that is where I am going to leave this. Darry Stacey stated but the legislatures are looking for an easy way to 
determine it and by the time we educate them you have a whole new crowd of legislatures come in. 
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19. Public Comment 
None 
 
20. Adjourn 
Motion to adjourn meeting was called by Zachary Cavett.  
 
The motion was seconded by Carrie Blumert. The motion passed as follows:  
Aye: Darry Stacey-Cleveland County, Wilson Lyles-McClain County, Carry Blumert-Oklahoma County, Zachary Cavett-
Payne County, Marven Goodman-Logan County and Marc Hader-Canadian County 
Nay: none. 
Abstain: none. 
 
 
 


